
TRANSMISSION COOLER INSTRUCTIONS
W205 C63

The ZAC Motorsport C63 Transmission Cooler utilizes a dual pass
25mm thick bar and plate core, 600mm long and 100mm high with

billet aluminum end tanks. The supplied brackets mount to the
factory crash support structure. Completely independent of the

intercooler heat exchanger. This makes the ZAC Motorsport C63
Transmission Cooler compatible with both factory and aftermarket

intercooler heat exchangers. 



Tools needed: 
Dremel or another device to cut plastic, 4mm & 5mm allen key,
250ml of factory transmission fluid,, 10mm & 13mm spanner,
shifting spanners (preferably aluminum type for hose fittings)

FIRST STEPS: 
Open hood, and boot, then lock car, take keys away from the car
(10 meters approx), Remove front bumper assembly.  (there are

plenty of YouTube videos on how to do this)
 

Clean and inspect all hoses and the heat exchanger.
Debris may have entered the parts during transportation. We

suggest you use compressed air to blow out the hoses, fittings
and heat exchanger.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UU6rRcZ-e_E


Extra hole (for oil line)

STEP TWO: 
Usiing the 4mm allen key and the 10mm spanner, assemble the

brackets. paying attention to the handedness of each part.
 

Below is the LH bracket assembly:



RH bracket assembly:



STEP THREE: 
Attach the brackets to the transmission cooler, use a 5mm allen

key, and the SHORTER bolts. There is no need to tighten the
brackets right up tight on the oil cooler yet.

Use shorter bolts supplied



STEP FOUR: 
Screw the two adaptor pieces together.

Then screw them to the hoses. Tighten with shifting spanner

STEP FIVE: 
Locate the factory heat exchanger underneath the left side of the

car on the back of the radiator.



STEP SIX: 
Unscrew the transmission hoses from the heat exchanger. You

may find it easier to drop the radiator assembly to do this.
However, it can be done in place.  Try not to spill any fluid.



STEP SEVEN: 
Screw the transmission hoses into the factory pipes. Tighten.



STEP EIGHT: 
Using a dremel, or grinder, make an opening in the plastic of the

engine oil cooler shroud to fit the hoses, There are clips either side
of the cooler shrowd, you can unclip and lower the engine oil
cooler to make it easier to do this (not shown), your opening

should look like this...



STEP NINE: 
Route the hoses like this...



STEP TEN: 
Fill the oil cooler with 250ml of MB transmission oil (contact your

dealer for the correct oil). Before mounting the cooler, guide it
towards the hoses, and screw them onto the cooler.

It is easiest to mount the cooler by either unclipping the engine oil
cooler, or remove one bolt from the right side bracket (so the
bracket can pivot on the other bolt) and rotate into place. It is
possible to maneuver the entire assembly into place without

lowering the engine oil cooler, or removing the bolts, but it is a bit
tricky.



STEP TEN: 
Finally position the cooler to align with the holes in the front crash

bar, using the remaining bolts, nuts and washers supplied use a
13mm wrench and 5mm allen key to tighten the mount bolts.

Finally tighten the cooler mount bolts using the 5mm allen key.  
You are now ready to start the car, check for leaks. And assemble

the front bumper. ENJOY!


